Task Factory

SolarWinds® Task Factory is a set of high-performance SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) components and task designed to eliminate the need for programming.

**TASK FACTORY AT A GLANCE**

- Increase productivity and decrease development time by eliminating the need to program custom task
- Run Task Factory components faster than native SSIS components
- Speed the process of loading and managing your data warehouse
- Stay connected to your data
- Pull information using SSIS from platforms such as SharePoint, Salesforce, Facebook, Twitter, and REST web APIs
FEATURES

Salesforce Destination and Source
With a few clicks, add data to and retrieve data from your Salesforce account.

Fact Table Destination
Reduce development time for SSIS packages with multiple dimension lookups.

REST Source
Connect to any web service that uses a REST API and extract data in XML or JSON format.

Secure FTP Task
Bring encrypted security to your FTP within SSIS. The Secure FTP Task transmits files to your partners safely over most common secure channels.

Dimension Merge SCD
Experience loading a dimension up to 700 times faster in SSIS. With Task Factory, you can handle most dimension loading scenarios in-memory with a few clicks.
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